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Library Additions
BCA Handbook 2006-2007:
Contains copies of all the latest BCA
Policies and guidance notes, plus
details of publications, grants and
awards etc..
Speleology: Bulletin of the British
Cave Research Association, Issue 7,
August 2006. Includes expedition
reports from China, Spain, India,
Pakistan, plus other interesting news
items.
Subterranea: Newsletter of the
Subterranea Britannica, Issue 11,
August 2006. Contains items on
RAF Staxton Wold; underground
‘towns’ in Cappadocia, Turkey; and a
report on a tour of  Swedish bunkers
and fortresses.
Stone Chat: Newsletter of the
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary
Society, Vo.27 No1, Autumn 2006 -
has interesting items about the
Celestine industry  near Yate,
Gloucestershire - it seems 90% of the
world’s output in the 1960s was
mined there!

Committee Changes

Closure of Madeley Wood Colliery, July 27th 1967

Limestone Heritage
The Llanymynech Limeworks
Heritage Area has recently been
scheduled and there is a proposal to
reconstruct a brake drum house at
the top of one of the five inclined
planes. The Project Officer, Peter
Dunhill, is seeking information on the
design of such a house.

There have been a few changes to
the Club committee Neal Rushton
replaces Eileen as Chairman, while
Eileen has now become the Treasurer
replacing Bob who has stood down
as Treasurer after 23 years of sterling
service.

Andy Wood has taken over as
Secretary, although Mike Davies has
agreed to act as Membership/
Insurance Secretary, at least for the
next year.

All other posts remain the same.

Events to commemorate the above
already organised include a lecture at
the Coalbrookdale Institute on the
mine 1864-1967 by Dr. Ivor Brown, on
18th July 2007, a short service with
light refreshments at Fletcher
Methodist Chapel (the
“Chartermasters’ chapel”) , Madeley
on Sunday 29th July 2007, an

exhibition in Madeley Library and the
publication of two books on the
“mine” and it’s “miners”.

Club members are invited to take part
in the activities. For general
information contact Shelagh Lewis,
Madeley Living History Project,
telephone: 01952 680278.

Seasons Greeting to all
Club Members
and best wishes

for the New Year

Bickfest
‘The Lode of History’
In celebration of the late David Bick’s
life the Welsh Mines Society is
arranging a two-day meeting on
September 29th and 30th, 2007.

On the Saturday there will be a one-
day indoor conference at the
Mellington Hall Hotel, Church Stoke,
Powys, on the border of South
Shropshire and Montogmeryshire
(Powys). On the Sunday there will be
a walk, led by members of the
Society, to the Bryntail and Pen-y-
clun mines, near Llanidloes.

The fee for the weekend is expected
to be £25. There will be a dinner at
Mellington Hall on the Saturday
evening, costing £17.50. For more
details visit the WMS website:

www.welshmines.org
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Local Coal
The “British Oil” works at Jackfield,
operating from the 1690s, and using
local coal and bitumen bearing rock
from the banks of Row Brook,
Pitchford, is described in the 2005
issue of Broseley History Society
Journal. They seemed to have
worked intermittently during the
1700s and to have been used later
during the forming of the Tar Tunnel
in 1780s/90s. The Tar Tunnel is also
mentioned, with the names of the
managers , and there is even a
reference to the sinking of a shaft in
the tunnel as late as 1871.

Observer Corp Post
An item appeared in a recent issue of
‘Below!’ on the Observer Corps
underground monitoring post buried
in Cadmans Pit mound at Ketley,
which nearly got destroyed during
land reclamation work in Telford in
the early 1970s. A new book in the
Shire Books series “Discovering
Fortifications” by B.Lowry (ISBN
7478 0651 9) describes the history
and use of these “posts”.
Constructed in the 1950s they were
designed to be the base for 3 ROC
members for one week during any
Cold War incident. Using outside
instruments they would monitor local
conditions and telephone their
findings to a Regional base. For more
information obtain a copy of the
book.

Colliers Film
A film of Tom Wilson, a deputy at
Kemberton Colliery, with colleagues
out hunting with their pack of
beagles and terriers made in 1966 has
been found in the NCB Mining
Review Series at the British Film
Institute. Telephone 020 7255 1444.
They did not catch a fox that day.

Daw Mill Deaths
UK Coal Newscene magazine has reported the deaths of two miners within a
6 week period at Daw Mill Colliery. Trevor Steeples, 46, a supervisor died
after becoming overcome with methane gas and Paul Hunt, 45, died after he
was struck by a rope-hauled vehicle he was accompanying as it reached the
drift mouth.

Car in hole
A motorist was taken to hospital after driving into a giant hole that appeared
in a busy road. The hole, measuring nearly 5m wide by 1m deep, suddenly
appeared on the B6034 Ollerton Road, south of Workshop, Notts, on the 10th
of August. Five cars collided after the motorist fell into the hole, which
stretched across three-quarters of the carriageway.

Daily Telegraph, 11th August 2006.

Death of a Pit Pony
Carl, one of the last 4 ponies taken
from Ellington Colliery, the last pit in
England to use ponies, has died after
12 years retirement at Caphouse
Colliery Museum, age 29. Another of
the 4, Sparky, still survives at
Caphouse, now aged 35 years.

Mining Migration
Evidence continues to emerge of the extent of migration of miners from
Shropshire to West Yorkshire in the late 19th Century. A recent local report
states that the 1871 Census shows that of the 97 “heads of families” in the
village of The Buildings near Lower Altofts, Wakefield, 10 had come from
Shropshire, 16 from Staffordshire and 12 from Derbyshire. “The Buildings”
was built to provide housing for miners at Messrs. Pope and Pearsons “West
Riding Colliery”.

Modern Miner’s harvest hymn
The following is a verse from a hymn sung at Harvest Festivals in the
churches of West Yorkshire (Methodist Hymn Book No.351, 1983 Edition).

Praise God for the harvest that comes from the ground.
By drill or by mineshaft, by opencast mound,
For oil, and for iron, for copper and coal,
Praise God, who in love has provided them all.

(Brian A.Wren, Verse 3 of 5 verses).

Metal Mining
According to Mining Magazine, August 2006, Eire’s 3 mines are doing well
with present metal prices, during 2005 they produced the following tonnages:

Zinc* Lead* Silver
Galmoy 74,321 17,284 5.6
Tara 195,800 25,700 1.97
Lisheen 159,263 20,808 nil

* = tonnes of concentrates.

Global Warming affects Mine
Diavik Diamond Mine in northern Canada has only one road to it, a marked
road across lake ice for a few winter months, last winter the ice melted much
earlier than usual and the mine has had to resort to cutting machines down to
small pieces to get them in by air (using huge Russian helicopters and a
Boeing 737) - one such machine was a 500 tonne 08 K RH200 hydraulic
excavator.

Bolivian Miners Killed in Fighting
Up to 12 Bolivian miners were killed and another 50 injured as rival groups
threw dynamite at each other in a battle for a lucrative tin mine.
The fight broke out after an independent co-operative decided to take on
state miners for greater access to the Huanuni tin mine, 180 miles south of La
Paz. Daily Telegraph, 10th October 2006
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Miners Memorial Day
by Ivor Brown

Worth a VisitMiners Memorial Day
It now appears that the first Sunday
in October will become a Memorial
Day for miners (like Remembrance
Sunday in November is for the
military).

A special Service was held on
October 1st to remember those who
died as a result of working in
Yorkshire’s mining industry.

Above: Barnsley Miners Offices.

Right: Memorial to miners killed
in the 1984-5 strike, in front of
the Offices.

Far right: Detail of the inscribed
book, showing donations from
Shropshire and other mining
areas.

Pictures: Ivor Brown

Ivor Brown

The Miners Offices at Barnsley lie on
the junction of Cockerhouse Road
with Victoria Road. They have been
the headquarters of the Miners
Union for Yorkshire and North
Derbyshire since the 1870s and are
now the home of the much depleted
NUM.

The history of the buildings can be
traced back to the founding of the
local union in 1858, which first met in
various Inns, and then in 1871 they
purchased the land to build a home
of their own. This was designed by
the architects Wade and Turner of
Barnsley and the first stone was laid
on 17th April 1872. It was formally
opened in November 1874.

The buildings were designed in
“Italian Gothic” style using the stone
from Southowram quarries with
dressing stones from the Hare Hills
Quarry and roof of green
Westmoreland Slate. The building is

described as elegant, the principal
entrance is “deeply recessed and
richly moulded leading to an entrance
hall 25 ft. x 10ft. with an elaborately
tiled floor and panelled and enriched
ceiling”. This leads to an even more
elaborate meeting room with banners,
busts and effigies, murals of 1870s
mining scenes, stained glass
windows showing mining scenes and
display cabinets. One of the items on
display is an inscribed book opened
out to show that Shropshire Miners
among others gave donations in 1893
during a “lock-out” of Yorkshire
miners, 16 weeks long. (The men were
allowed back to work after accepting
a 25% reduction in wages!).

There is also a block for offices and a
library, and another containing two
residences (for the secretary and
caretaker) and three more houses for
essential staff members - in all, almost
the entire side of a street. The plan is
now to convert a large part of it into a
‘museum’ of social history.

The principal rooms are a delight to
behold for anyone interested in
mining. Organised groups are often
shown round by appointment. It is
still kept as in the days of ‘King
Arthur’.

The centre piece of the front lawn is a
full-size memorial, in the form of a
family group, to the miners killed
during the 1984-5 miners strike.
Ivor Brown
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On Friday 31st August 2006, seven
Club members set out for the North
Yorkshire moors to investigate some
Cleveland mines.

The ‘Shrewsbury’ car had arranged
to leave early on Friday morning to
allow some exploration in the
afternoon. We had a good journey in
sunny weather and arrived at the
bunkhouse in Goathland (aka
Aidensfield of Heartbeat fame) at
lunchtime and were able, by
arrangement, to abandon much of our
clothing and bedding. The
bunkhouse is an old farm building
right next to the North York Moors
railway so passing steam engines
were part of the breakfast fare. It was
well equipped, sleeps up to 16 with
good supplies of hot water for the
two showers and was more
comfortable than most, especially as
it turned out we had it to ourselves. It
should be noted for future reference,
that Goathland does not ‘do’
breakfast, despite the considerable
number of tourists and hostelries.

As an introduction to the area and its
85 ironstone mines, we first visited
the Cleveland Ironstone Museum
(also called the Tom Leonard Mining
Museum after its prime mover), which
is located at the Loftus mine. This is
a show mine utilising a drift of the
original mine together with some
good re-creations and consists of a
guided tour complete with special
effects, a view of the remaining
buildings and some history and
artefacts.

The staff there suggested we visit
the nearby Kilton mine where there
were significant remains. The spoil
heap has been retained by popular
local demand as it was felt that there
should be one left as a reminder of
the industrial past and most of the
others had already been removed.
The decaying engine house is a
1930s concrete structure, built in a
pleasing style with some interesting
architectural features and a fine felted
wooden roof, much of which remains
even if the felt is long gone. Nearby
is a transformer house with campanile
ventilators and the enclosure for the

upcast shaft. About
half of the workshop,
with rails set in the
floor to permit
maintenance of the
locos, is still
standing as is the
explosives store on
the other side of the
spoil heap and a
curiously arched and
vaulted small brick
built hut is hidden at
the back of the site
housing some
pipework; possibly
for pumping or as a
valve room for the
reservoir close by. A
local we met at the
top of the spoil heap
was a fount of
knowledge on the
site and pointed out
the routes of the rail
system for the mine.

The ‘East
Shropshire’ car did
not leave until
lunchtime so we met up at the
bunkhouse in the evening and
walked up the ¾ mile farm drive for a
satisfactory pub meal and a few beers
at the ‘Aidensfield’ Arms,
conveniently situated at the drive
entrance.

Saturday
This trip was arranged around a visit
to Boulby Potash mine, which we had
been due to descend on the
Saturday, but a sudden deterioration
in the state of a winding rope in the
haulage shaft had forced an
unscheduled replacement to be made
barring visitors from underground.
Instead, our host Neil Rowley, the
mine’s safety manager, laid on a most
interesting presentation about the
mine, its geology, history and mining
methods as well as a fascinating
insight into his personal
responsibilities. He had also very
kindly prepared individual copies of
documentation about the Port
Mulgrave and Grinkle ironstone
mines in the immediate vicinity,

which we then went to explore
underground.

The Rosedale mine next to the coast
was extensive and a dedicated
harbour was built to ship typical
tonnages of 100,000-150,000 per year

SCMC trip report – a long weekend in Cleveland
by Andy Wood

Above: The concrete engine house at Kilton Mine

Below: The preserved spoil heap at Kilton.
(Pictures: Andy Wood)

Below: Transformer house at Kilton
Mine. (Picture: Mike Davies)
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and both this harbour and the mine
were renamed Port Mulgrave. As the
mine became worked out, a main
haulage way in the top ironstone
seam was pushed through the hill to
become a rail tunnel of 3ft gauge. The
portal is quite high up the cliffs and
staiths (a Tyneside word for ship-
loading structures) were built out
over the jetty to allow trucks to tip
ore directly into storage bins that
permitted 200 tons to be loaded
aboard ship in 15 minutes! The
tunnel was rope hauled but at the
inland end a steam loco hauled trains
to and from the new Grinkle mine
over a mile away.

We entered the mine along the old
railway at the inland end and through
the tunnel portal, where a steel door
had been thoughtfully opened prior
to our visit to improve the
ventilation. The initial length is brick
lined where it was driven through the
shale from the end of the original
haulage way, then the classic timber
braced passage through the rock of
the mine becomes clear. After some
distance, the tunnel starts to fill with
water as a fall further along backs it
up. We traversed into a crosscut or
passage as the Cleveland ironstone
mines were all typically of ‘bord
(room) and pillar’ working where the
ore was taken from passages at right
angles leaving supporting pillars
between them. The ironstone seam
was actually split into two with a
band of shale between so much
waste was thrown to the side or into
previous workings as the passage
proceeded. After some further
experience of the pattern of working
and timber reinforcement, we made
our way out, taking some photos (or
in Peter’s case, video) as we went.

The rain had settled in so we retired
to the conference room at Boulby
mine for some lunch. The weather
deteriorated further, but we set out
intrepidly for Grinkle mine within the
curtilage of the Boulby site and
accessed down the incline, built
during the first world war to ship ore
by rail, on land, rather than shipping
prone to sea born attack. To make

sufficient flat
area for the mine
buildings,
railway sidings
and spoil heap, a
substantial
culvert was built
to enclose the
beck and spoil
tipped over it to
level the site.
Our route took
us through this
culvert to note
the serious
erosion wrought
by winter rains
and the danger
of collapse in
places. Having
reached the end,
we backtracked
to crawl up a
side tunnel past
a drainage adit
from the mine,
still with its
hinged flood
door in place.
When we
reached the main
drift adit and
unlocked the
gate, it was
noted that the
oxygen level in
the mine was
below 12% so we
went no further!
Neil remarked
that he had
never
encountered gas
in Grinkle before
but with low
pressure and
steady rain the
carbon dioxide
from
decomposing
ironstone and
timber had
clearly built up.
(When checked
again on
Sunday, a lovely
sunny day, there
was no trace of

SCMC trip report – a long weekend in Cleveland
by Andy Wood, continued ....

Above: The “team” outside Rosedale mine tunnel

Below: Inside the entrance area of Rosedale mine.

Above: The other end of the Rosedale Mine tunnel at
Port Mulgrave.
Below: Walking down into Port Mulgrave.
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gas.)  A short walk further on
brought us to the fan house where
the remains of a scirocco fan were
still evident.

After divesting ourselves of sodden
clothing and enjoying a cup of tea,
we motored to Port Mulgrave and
climbed down the cliff path to
examine the remains of the harbour. It
was blown up at the start of the
Second World War to prevent any
German attempt at landing but the
steepness of the cliffs would have
made any kind of invasion there
extremely difficult. The remains of the
jetties can be made out and the bases
of some of the staiths can still be
discerned. The tunnel portal in the
cliff is bricked up and can be
accessed through an unlocked gate
but falls not far inside and a lack of
lights and protective clothing did not
permit exploration. We failed to
locate remains of either of the two old
shafts, the engine house or the
incline up from the jetty.

The shale cliffs contain many fossil
nodules and as they erode,
ammonites become visible in the
bedrock as well as in stones falling
down. We had met a fossil hunter as
we descended the cliffs and he had
found quite a nice selection but
although we saw lots in the rock
none of us managed to pick one up!
It does not pay to linger too close to
the cliff bottom for fear of falls, but
only minor pebbles tumbled down on
us.

These cliffs are famous for another
mineral, the fabled Whitby Jet, a hard
form of black lignite coal. Jet can be
picked up from the beaches as it
becomes exposed in the cliffs but
several of the adits seen in the cliffs
were actually jet mines rather than for
ironstone as widely assumed. We did
not find any but there were several
shops in Whitby selling nicely
crafted jet jewellery (allegedly from
local jet but much now comes from
South America).

The climb back up to the cars was
invigorating – or perhaps, more

SCMC trip report – a long weekend in Cleveland
by Andy Wood, continued ....

Above: An old wheel in Grinkle
culvert.

Right: Entrance doorway into an
ocherous side passage at Grinkle
mine.

(Pictures: Andy Wood)

Right: The remains
of the Sirrocco fan
house near Grinkle
mine.

With... surprise,
surprise! The
remains of the fan !

(Pictures: Mike Davies)

Detailed view of the
remains of the
Sirrocco fan near
Grinkle mine.

(Pictures: Mike Davies)
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SCMC trip report – a long weekend in Cleveland
by Andy Wood, continued ....

accurately, thirst provoking – so we
headed into Whitby to find
sustenance. Wow, Saturday night in
Whitby is certainly where it all
happens. The town was jumping and
we had some difficulty finding a
place to eat. Suitably replete, we
headed back to Goathland for a pint
or two before turning in.

Sunday
Sunday morning was enhanced, for
the few who had not brought food,
by a pre-arranged call on Peter’s
B&B where we ate a hearty meal at a
special early sitting! We had been
told to expect a trip into Boulby at
2pm, but on arrival at the mine we
learned that the rope change had
gone well and that we were now
booked in at 11am. Following a safety
presentation, we adjourned to the
locker room, having obtained a
photography permit for two, but no
video was allowed. The company had
supplied disposable paper overalls,
gloves, socks and boots for us to
change into, wearing as little as
possible underneath because of the
elevated temperatures underground.
(36ºC in the shallower undersea
section and a burning 45ºC in the
deeper section). In addition, we were
kitted out with bottles of water,
helmets and lights, self-rescuers,
earplugs and safety glasses plus our
tallies. There was a minor hiccup
when Vicky Robinson needed more
holes in her belt to stop it falling
down!

Access to the cage is through a
sequence of air locks as, unusually,
Boulby blows fresh air into the mine
rather than sucking out stale air. The
shaft at Boulby is 1100m deep, until
recently the deepest in Europe (a
shaft at a mine in Finland is now
believed to be deeper), but the
journey down was steady and
comfortable as well as slow towards
the bottom where the shaft has
moved away from the vertical. A
handout of chewing gum did assist
with the pressure changes.

From the base of the shaft, the mine
stretches 7.5 miles out to the north

under the North
Sea and 6 miles
south under land
where it reaches
1300m below sea
level. The main
roadways are cut
into rock salt
because of its
greater strength,
the air travelling
out up the access
road and back
down the
conveyor route
bringing the ore
back to the
haulage shaft.

Access is by
specially modified
Ford Transits of
indeterminate age
and beauty!!! We
picked an
available truck
and headed out to
where salt was
being cut prior to
exploitation of a
new area at the
north end of the
mine. We had a
stop to examine a
safe haven where
Alan Robinson
acted as guinea
pig for a smoke
hood with air
supply from the
bottle bank.
Further stops
were made where
we crossed the
coast, where an air
way crossed over
the access road
and to view
workshop areas
before we arrived
at the cutting face.
I was surprised by the number of
twists and turns in the road and
especially how hilly it seemed with
ups and downs all the time – I had
somehow imagined it would be fairly
level. The tunnel is approximately
3.5m high and 8m wide but for long

stretches there are no lights and even
at the governed maximum speed of
25mph, it was a long trip.

Cleveland Potash uses 10 continuous
mining machines, of which half are
usually located in the rock salt and
half in the potash, in different parts

Above: Andy
Wood about to
board the mine
transit at Boulby
shaft bottom.

Right: Alan
Robinson
checks out the
smoke hood in
one of Boulby;s
underground
refuges.

(All Boulby
pictures: Mike

Davies)

Below: Andy
Wood tries his
hand at drilling !
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of the mine so if a problem arises
production can be switched to
another location. Each machine is
operated by remote control with the
operator standing back from the face
in an area already bolted for safety.
Each machine is serviced by two
shuttle cars which take the ore from
the continuous miner back to the
head of the conveyor belt where it is
lightly crushed to remove big lumps
and started on its journey back to the
haulage shaft. At our vantage point,
we were given a close-up view and
demonstration of the machine’s
capabilities and, because this was a
new development, the process was
almost continuous as the shuttle cars
had only a short distance to travel in
a straight line back to the belt. All the
machinery is electric and runs at 1100
volts.

After 10m or so of forward progress,
mining is transferred to the other
roadway while the bolting crew
moves in to secure the walls and roof
with reinforcement bolts. These may
be 900mm or 1400mm depending on
the situation. A 3 position moveable
head first drills a suitably sized hole,
rotates one position and blows a
plug containing a two part resin into
the hole. A small collar holds this in
position in the roof until the threaded
bolt from the third position is
screwed up its full length, breaking
the seal between the two-part
adhesive, which then sets quickly
locking everything together. The
spacing of the bolts is determined to
suit the ground conditions.

Before starting a new area, a drilling
bay is established to probe the rock
salt and ore body ahead. This drills
2kms ahead, with regular diversions
to the side and above into the
potash. All the cores extracted by
this drilling are examined for structure
and, where applicable, are analysed
for potash content so the richest
sources of ore are exploited. Normal
commercially viable potash contents
in the salt ore body, range between
30% and 40% but up to 60% has
been experienced.

We again boarded
our trusty Transit
for a drive back
down the main
roadway and then
up into a potash
mining zone not
actually in
production during
our visit. The
potash is mined
from areas above
the main roadways
in the salt and the
mining technique
has been
developed in the
most productive
manner. Two
parallel roadways
are cut and then
angled crosscuts
made to leave
supporting pillars.
If a particularly
rich ore string is
encountered,
another pass is
made deepening
the extraction area.
The potash ore is
much weaker and
more friable than
the rock salt and
the walls are prone
to spalling and
cracking under the
pressure of the
overburden so it is
wise to keep away
from them.
Worked out areas
close up markedly
over extended
periods as the
floor rises and the
roof drops.

To combat foreign
competition and
improve the
mine’s financial
viability, efforts
are being made to
reduce the cost
per tonne by
increasing the
mining

SCMC trip report – a long weekend in Cleveland
by Andy Wood, continued ....

Top: Miner’s on
a break
underground at
Boulby.

Above: Winding
engine driver.

Right: Winding
towers and
surface
buildings.

Below: The
stock yard.
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productivity. To this end, Cleveland
Potash has invested in a Joy Flexible
Conveyor Train (FCT), the only one
in Europe. This remarkable device
does ‘what it says on the tin’. It is
approximately 200ft long and is a
mobile conveyor belt that goes round
corners, remembering the exact track
it followed, so that when it retracts it
follows exactly the same path. It rides
‘piggy back’ on the main conveyor
so it can follow the mining machine
and ensure that it really does operate
continuously. Some remarkable
output rates have already been
achieved.

The mining machinery is not often
replaced in its entirety, as there is a
programme of maintenance, which
includes complete overhaul of
equipment on a planned basis, so it is
a case of the ‘same old axe – two new
heads and three new shafts’!

The ore conveyors deliver the ore to
a 1000 tonne bin at the foot of the
haulage shaft, which dispenses slugs
of 25 tonnes into one of a pair of

skips raised to the surface
automatically by the largest Blair
winder in Britain. At the surface, the
skip automatically discharges into a
hopper, which feeds the processing
plant, and returns for another
journey. There is a facility for adding
a man carrying floor to these skips in
less than 10 minutes, so providing an
emergency means of egress from the
mine.

Having viewed the winding house
and its machinery, we were given a
tour of the processing plant.
Fundamentally, the ore is crushed,
graded, dissolved in water then
separated into its constituent parts
before being dried and crystallised
again. The scale and complexity of
the process was impressive, even if
the science of the froth flotation of
the similarly dense potash from the
salt was inexplicable, it clearly
worked. Three grades of potash are
sold, principally for use as fertiliser,
together with rock salt for road de-
icing. A CHP system of gas powered
reciprocating engines powers the

plant and provides heat to the
boilers.

There is a small amount of clay
mineral (typically around 5%) washed
out of the ore and this and the
surplus salt are either pumped back
into the sea 1 mile offshore or can be
stored as saturated brine solutions in
worked out sections of the mine. All
product is sold in bulk, with the
majority travelling on the company’s
own rail line to a storage and dock
facility in nearby Teesside for
onward shipment by land or sea.

Our heartfelt thanks to Neil Rowley
for organising and guiding such an
interesting series of trips and giving
up his weekend for us. We hope he
will be prepared to do it again
sometime to benefit some other
members of the club!

SCMC trip report – a long weekend in Cleveland
by Andy Wood, continued ....

Below: Club members, Peter
Eggleston, Mike Davies, Andy Wood,
Ian Cooper, Alan Robinson, Vicky
Robinson with Neil Rowley and
another visitor after their trip to
Boulby..
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Wolverhampton Air Raid Shelter
Update

In ‘Below’ 2006.2 it was reported that
Wolverhampton City planners are
contemplating “preserving” the World War
II air raid shelter on Tettenhall Green,
Wolverhampton by filling it with concrete.
Since that report appeared the shelter has
now been filled with foam concrete and the
steel door entrances ‘ripped’ off and
replaced by concrete plugs.

Mock arched doorways made of stone and
high-temperature blast furnace slag blocks,
provide a nice decorative ‘feature’ to remind
passers-by how it once looked!

As this issue of ‘Below’ goes to print, there
is no sign of the promised plaques which
were to be affixed to the doors. If this is the
council’s idea of sympathetic preservation,
goodness knows what they would do if they
wanted to destroy something!

Top rightt: The entrance to the shelter on
Wergs Road as it appeared in July 2006.

Right: The same entrance at the end of
September  2006.

Below: Masons at work creating one of  the
new look entrance features, September
2006.

Right: The Wergs Road entrance as it now
looks (November 2006)

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings, 2006
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£10m for Blists Hill Developments Rescue Team Funding
Over 80 MPs are backing a Commons
early day motion calling for more
funding for cave and mountain
rescue teams. The move follows the
news that cave and mountain rescue
teams in Scotland are to receive a
funding increase.

Those supporting the motion say
that the mountain and cave rescue
organisations can make all the
difference between a happy outcome
and a tragedy when people get into
difficulty on the moors, mountains or
underground. In addition the teams
provide valuable assistance to the
police in searching for missing
persons and contribute to community
safety and security.

They acknowledge that individuals
involved give their time voluntarily,
but it this cost of performing this
vital role that must be met with
increased funding to ensure they are
properly equipped.

The Ironbridge Gorge Museum’s
“Blists Hill Victorian Town” has been
awarded £10 million to develop
existing facilities, a new visitor
centre, a narrow gauge railway and a
major new mining exhibit (hopefully
this will mean they will look after the
existing mining exhibits which have
been allowed to deteriorate into a
very poor condition).

The funding has come as a grant
package by the development agency
Advantage West Midlands and the
European Regional Development
Fund.

Work will start immediately on the
construction of a new entrance and
visitor centre which will include a
cafe and shop. New trade displays
will be developed including a “fried
fish dealer” (I think this means new
shops and a ‘chippie’ !). The new
interpretation centre is intended to be
a landmark building designed to give

visitors an introduction to the entire
gorge with an interpretation centre
putting into perspective the
importance of the mining and metal-
working industries.

They also plan to ‘revive’ one of the
narrow gauge railways to take
visitors along the side of the canal to
the incline plane, then bring them
back to the ‘Village Green’ area to
provide a rail circuit. I’m not quite
sure how you can ‘revive’ something
that never existed, I think this must
be Heritage Management speak for
build a brand a new, totally out-of-
context railway!

All these developments, which are
due for completion in 2008, are
intended to attract an additional
100,000 visitors a year to the
museum.

Press & News Releases
November 2006

Wanlockhead Lead Mining Museum to Close
financial uncertainty which, on
occasion, threatens the very
existence of the museum”

Phew - with a motion like that is it no
wonder that no questions were put!
It is to be hoped that the closure is
only temporary and that the exhibits,
particularly the pumping engine will
be protected.

The Trustees of the Scottish Lead
Mining Museum at Wanlockhead
have decided not to re-open the
museum next year. The reasons given
are increasing overheads and lack of
support from the Scottish Executive -
this is despite a debate in the Main
Chamber of the Scottish Parliament in
April this year when the Members
debated the motion:

“That the Parliament notes that 2006
is the 250th anniversary of the
founding of Wanlockhead Miner’s
Library, established by the lead
miners as part of their educational
and cultural activity and now under
the care of the Wanlockhead
Museum Trust; recognises that the
award-winning museum itself is a
unique monument to industrial
workers in the Lowther Hills, as well
as being a valuable economic asset
to today’s economy and believes
that the Scottish Executive should
act to ensure that arrangements are in
place so that the museum’s trustees
can plan for the future with some
degree of certainty instead of
encountering the intermittent

Below: The Water powered beam pump at Wanlockhead Museum.
Pictures: Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings, 2003

News Round-Up 2
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.3 - A gob-fire and a fatality
involving Mines Rescuemen at Madeley, 1913

“ At Kemberton Pit, Shropshire, on 27th October 1913 a
fatal accident occurred under circumstances which were very
unusual, and in which I am of opinion that the actual cause
of death was not made quite clear.

A section of Top coal workings, known as the Coronation
Section, had been sealed off for a gob fire which broke out
near the working face on 21st April, 1909. The section was
reopened in April, 1911, when the gob fire was found to
be still burning, and it was then finally sealed off by
stoppings placed in the intake and return airways at the out-
bye end of the section. Another section of workings in the
same seam immediately to the right of the Coronation
Section had since then been advancing, and at the date of
the accident, the working faces had reached a point about
33 yards behind the Coronation faces. This section was
stripping the goaf of the Coronation working, and from
time to time traces of fire-damp were found at the extreme

left corner of the working face, i.e. at the point where it
stripped the Coronation goaf, indicating that this goaf had
become flooded with gas. The manager was not satisfied
with the arrangement of the air courses in the new section,
in respect that two ventilating doors were placed on a
haulage road between the intake and return, and he feared,
that in the event of these doors being broken or displaced
by a runaway tub or otherwise, the air would  short-circuit
and cut off the ventilation altogether from the longwall
faces. To obviate this risk, he desired when the new faces
overtook the abandoned Coronation faces, to carry the air
along the face of the Coronation Section and to utilise the
old road on the extreme left of this section as the main
return air-course. To determine whether this was feasible
it was necessary that the Coronation Section should be
examined in order to ascertain whether the gob fire had
been completely extinguished. It was also considered to be
of vital importance to ascertain this, as the advancing of the
new faces must necessarily lead to the leakage of an increasing
quantity of air into the Coronation    goaf, which might
resuscitate the fire and possibly cause an explosion.   After
careful consideration and consultation with his officials, he
decided to break through the stopping in the old road at
the extreme left of the Coronation Section, and to have
these workings examined and reported upon by men
wearing self-contained breathing apparatus.

A brigade consisting of five trained and certificated men
was assembled. Their apparatus — the Proto - was carefully
examined at the Rescue Station, and each set tested in a
smoke chamber charged with dense ammonium sulphide
fumes, when all were found to be in perfect order. Spare
sets of oxygen cylinders and fresh charges of caustic soda
were placed in readiness at the Rescue Station, and a
stretcher was placed in the cabin at Kemberton pit. The

There have been many gob-fires in the Coalbrookdale
Coalfield’s mines, usually due to the oxidisation of the
pyrites in the coal waste left behind the face as it moves
forward. This item describes the results of a second
example (first example is in the last issue of Below) and
again this incident occurred in an inclined seam, albeit of
only 22o.

No plan is available so the writer has prepared one
based on the description given and on his own
experience of working on faces in the Top Coal Seam. It
does, however seem that the haulage road was in return
air at the time of the incident, more recently every effort
would have been made to put the haulage in the intake
air.

In the words of the official report:
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brigade descended the shaft at 10.20 a.m., and went inbye
to the stopping, a distance of about 1,000 yards. A hole
having been made in the stopping, the men closed up their
apparatus, and Mr. Charles Cadman, who had trained the
brigade and formed one of their number, again examined
each set of apparatus to see that the wearer had an adequate
supply of oxygen and that the joints were air-tight. The
valves were said to supply two litres of oxygen per minute,
and the gauges showed a pressure of from 85 to 100
atmospheres in each apparatus. They passed through the
stopping at 11 a.m., and on proceeding for a distance of
about 10 yards, found that the air was so charged with
firedamp that the safety lamps were extinguished.  Forty
yards further inbye, a mouse which they carried died, and
Mr. Cadman then warned the men of the poisonous nature
of the atmosphere which    surrounded them. They
proceeded along the level walking quietly and carefully for
a distance of 264 yards without difficulty, and then passed
along the long-wall face for a further distance of 100 yards.
The travelling along the face was difficult, as the seam here
had an inclination of about 22°, and although the height
of the working face was    about 6 feet, the way was blocked
at intervals by falls of coal. Finding that the pressure of the
oxygen in the cylinders had been reduced by about 40
atmospheres, Mr. Cadman deemed it prudent to return.
On being asked, each of the men, including deceased, stated
that, he felt all right. They retraced their steps for a distance
of about 30 or 40 yards, when deceased was observed to
falter. The others, some of whom were within a few feet of
him, immediately went to his assistance, but before they
could reach him he had sunk into a kneeling position, was
quite unconscious, and was panting, but not very severely.
In his efforts to inhale, he was wrinkling his    cheeks, and
it was thought was drawing in external air at the corners of
his mouth.

They laid him flat on his back, held in the corners of the
mouthpiece, and opened the bye-pass of his apparatus,
when he revived in a few seconds, and endeavoured to sit
up. They assisted him to do so and he said he was then quite
fit to go outbye. Mr. Cadman, however, considered that he
had not sufficiently recovered to do so, and they remained
there resting for some five or ten minutes, Mr. Cadman
having in the meantime shaken up deceased’s breathing
bag and found that the caustic soda was in good condition.

After resting as stated deceased appeared to be all right and
they decided to move on. Mr. Cadman and the Captain of
the team placed themselves on either side of deceased and
assisted him to get up, but the instant he got on his legs
he collapsed again, sank on the floor and became
unconscious, again panting and blowing. They again held
the corners of his mouth and opened his bye-pass, but it
appeared to have no effect, although he was perceptibly
breathing. Artificial respiration was tried, but this also    was
ineffectual, and Mr. Cadman sent two of the men outbye
for a stretcher and a fresh supply of oxygen. He and the
Captain remained and continued their efforts at artificial

It was at first thought that the man had died of Carbon
Monoxide poisoning (perhaps from wrinkling his
mouth), but tests on site showed that the air present
was almost pure methane and that the mans blood
contained no CO either. Further consideration
suggested that the accident may have been due to
illness, but unfortunately no post-mortem had been
carried out before burial. Dr. Haldane, an expert, was
very much of the view that this was the case.

However, during the recovery operations two further
incidents occurred which put doubts on the equipment.
One was when a man’s oxygen supply seemed to be
running out too quickly - this was corrected when a leak
was discovered in a valve. The second was when a man
collapsed, it was found that a valve in the air supply had
become closed possibly by rubbing against the
roadway roof or side. When this was corrected the man
worked on another 15 minutes, collapsed again and had
to be carried out. He recovered later.

The inspector complemented Mr. Cadman and his teams
on all their efforts, he had no criticism of the actions
taken, but did feel that, where such work was involved
using apparatus there should always be a fully
equipped relief team standing by. This later became
standard practice throughout the country.

Note: A Charles Cadman was “trainer and Captain of
the rescue Team” during the incident in 1913, but the
Cadman name crops up on several other occasions at
about that time. A “J.C.Cadman” had been colliery
manager in 1905 and a “J.C.B.Cadman” was a director of
the colliery Company owning the pit in the 1940s. Were
they all of the same family or perhaps even the same
person?

Ivor Brown

Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.3 - A gob-fire and a fatality
involving Mines Rescuemen at Madeley, 1913 continued ...

respiration for about 35 or 40 minutes, during the whole
of which time deceased was unconscious. Finding then that
their own supply of oxygen had seriously diminished, and
that they were totally unable to carry deceased, they decided
that it was necessary that they should leave him and obtain
further assistance and fresh supplies of oxygen. They
propped his head up, left his oxygen supply on, tightened
up the straps of the mouthpiece so that it was impossible
that any movement - could displace it, and left him at 12.20
p.m. Mr. Cadman returned with another team at 1.40 p.m.
and found that deceased had never stirred. He appeared to
be dead.

They, however, coupled a fresh oxygen cylinder to his
apparatus, filled his breathing bag with oxygen and again
tried artificial respiration, but without result. They then
placed him on the stretcher and proceeded to carry him out.
Before this could be accomplished, however, the teams had
to be changed four times, Mr. Cadman accompanying them
on each of the six occasions. The body was ultimately
brought out at 12.10 p.m. on the following day. ”
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During the recent week at Nenthead
attended by several club members,
Paul Thorne had arranged with the
Durham Dales Mining Society
(DDMS) for a through trip of Lower
Skears lead mine in Hudeshope
valley in Teesdale.

A group of 8 of us met with DDMS’s
Mark Pinkney at the London Lead
Company’s fountain in Middleton-in-
Teesdale at 10.30 on a sunny October
morning. Mark came  prepared with a
large sheet of paper on which he
outlined the route and nature of the
trip. Unusually for the orefield, the
Skears Veins were named after letters
of the alphabet from A to H but at the
entry height, started at D.

The DDMS have access to the mine
from the Firestone level high on the
hill behind Middleton where an
impressive spoil heap marks the
entrance (see photo right). Typical of
the London Lead Company’s mines,
the horse level is partly stone lined
and runs dead straight into the hill
for at least half a mile and originally
connected to Hunts cross vein.

We split into two groups and
proceeded into the level for some
distance past the planned first
descent. However, only Ian and Paul
attempted the crawl challenge where
a fall had reduced a squeeze to
dimensions making the wearing of a
helmet difficult and rendering the
likelihood of success very low for the
less skinny amongst us!

Then we explored workings above
the level, admiring an old clog,
before examining the current dig at a
roof fall in the main level. At
least one sheet of corrugated
roof reinforcement has collapsed
under the weight of much loose
shale from the roof. It was
apparent that it would be
impossible to go forward so the
dig is up and over the fall. Much
material has been removed and
rediscovery of the level’s roof
appears to be imminent. The
team have devised an ingenious
rail system (see opposite page)
for dragging back the spoil,

which is being back filled into a
branch of old workings. A flatbed
truck for carrying large boxes of spoil
has been constructed using 4 trailer
wheel rims which run on scaffolding
tube rails, located on occasional
sleepers by nails. The tubes are
joined by internal plugs of wood
grown by our guide Alex. The nature
of these rims ensures that the rails
are self-aligning.

After lunch, we descended a 100ft
shaft with an electron ladder in place,
in two stages, avoiding stemples and
the old wooden ladder with a re-belay
at Santa’s grotto – a short level
decorated with colourful mineral
growths. Some of us missed our
footing on the abseil and had a foot
go clean through the rotten wooden
shuttering separating the manway
from the hopper. The chute became

Trip Report on a visit to Lower Skears Mine in Upper Teesdale
by Andy Wood

Above: London Lead Co. fountain,
MIddleton-in-Teesdale.

Right: The large
spoil heap on
the hillside
marking the
entrance to the
Skears
Firestone Level.

Right: Mike Davies,
Ian Cooper and Paul
Thorne at horse level
entrance.

Left: Taking a break in the horse level.

All pictures: Andy Wood
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quite damp and was narrow enough
at the base to encourage the tossing
down of tackle bags to ease passage
through the very wet hopper.

A walk along the level attained, led
us to the next 60ft abseil down an old
ore chute. The re-belay before the
next 40ft gave access to further
workings with the remains of two
trucks, ochreous cave pearls and a
junction with extra workings above.

Arrival in lower Skears level plunged
us into thigh deep water, which
persisted for a considerable part of
the long walk out. Having cleared the
falls, the exit through D2 vein was
enhanced by some of the best calcite
formations ever seen. The floor and
walls were white and hard and there
were sections with incredible cave
pearls. Another notable feature of
Lower Skears level was the intricate
arching around the hoppers. and the
way the manways were separate but
adjacent to them, again beautifully
arched and curving around in a
helical manner, just like the spiral
staircase in an old church, to meet
the hopper.

The level exits through a long length
of boulder clay, that is visibly
deteriorating, in a secluded spot on
private (Raby estates) land just
above the river Tees where a public
footpath led us back up the hill to our
starting point. As the second group
arrived back at the cars, it began to
rain; so ended a very interesting and
worthwhile trip, which opened our
eyes to the interesting possibilities of
further exploration in the Teesdale
orefield.

It transpired at the end of the day
that this was only the second time
that this through trip had ever been
performed, the first occasion being in
1993! To commemorate this, Mark
videoed his group’s journey through
the mine, so there may soon be film
stars amongst our number! Our
thanks go to Mark and Alex for being
our guides as well as two other
society members who checked the
viability of the route on the day and
others who assisted in pre-rigging it.

Trip Report on a visit to Lower Skears Mine in Upper Teesdale
continued ...

Above: Remains of an old wheel
barrow.

Above: The old clog

Left: The flat-bed truck and
scaffold rails built by DDMS for
their dig.

Below: Some of the amazing
cave pearls.

Left: Steve in the deep water
walk out.

Above: More cave pearls in the lower part
of the mine.

Right: The deteriorating ‘exit’ from the
mine
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The Colliery Managers ‘Ticket’ - further Information,
by Ivor Brown

In Below 2004.4 a short item discussed how since 1872 a
colliery Manager needed a ‘ticket’ from a Government
department before he could be appointed, each ticket
being numbered, a process which still continues today.
Further information has now become available from
documents in the Mining Institute Library at Neville
Wood Hall, Newcastle. Apparently, suitably experienced
individuals already in post where able to apply for a
“Service” Certificate rather than certificate by
examination.

The following Shropshire candidates were awarded their
Service Certificate in 1873:

G.Arblaster, Catherton Colliery No. 2257
J.Atherton, Shorthill Colliery No. 1701
G.Briscoe, Watsall Colliery No. 1605
W.Grove, Hanwood Colliery No. 1873
E.Jones, Lilleshall Colliery No.   259
D.Lomax, Quinta Colliery No.   862
J.Pearson, Cornbrook Colliery No.   824
H.Rawson, Coalbrookdale Colliery No.   712
G.Round, Madeley Court Colliery No.     27
W.Ward, Madeley Wood Colliery No.   205

It should be noted that a Colliery usually consisted of a
number of Pits - for example Lilleshall Colliery included
40 pits at this time.

With regards to the list of successful candidates by
examination there is some confusion, for a start Mr.
G.Round was not found as No. 3 in 1873 as previously
mentioned - although he could have obtained this later
since it appears that some numbers were repeated in
later years. An example of this is that J.Knapper (South
Staffs. area) was No. 4 in 1873 and J.L.Balfour (North
Staffs. area) was No. 4 in 1883.

However the earliest national list found, for 1873, gives

the following; (Note number 1 was not located for 1873,
but J.H.Bullock was No. 1 in 1883).

1873  No. 2. G.F.Jefcoat (South Staffs)
3. D.Peacock (South Staffs)
4. J.Knapper (North Staffs)
5. not found
6. W.S.Coe (North Staffs)
7. H.Sherratt (North Staffs)
8. E.Jones (South Staffs)
9. C.G.Green (North Staffs)

It is to be noted that successful candidates by
examination were not limited to a named Colliery, but
that those by Service were.

Note 1: An Edward Jones was appointed colliery
manager at Lilleshall in 1836, his diary survives, one
entry says “I passed over the Square at Pains Lane, I
saw four of my miners resting on their haunches, these
men should have been at work, I set about them with my
cane”. On 8th January 1856 he wrote to Lord Granville
seeking “a little more emolument” (He had already had a
house built by the Company called Granville Lodge). He
says he now has “more than 100 working pits of coal,
ironstone and limestone” under his charge and that
Government Inspection “involves a deal of extra
labour”. He was given on extra £ 125 per year!

According to Gale & Nicholls in “The Lilleshall
Company”, published 1979, Jones died in 1861 when he
was principal mining manager, but in September that
year he gave evidence at an inquiry into the Nabb Pit
disaster and was described as Mining Engineer and
Inspector for the Company!

There is also the listing of E.Jones as Colliery Manager
of Lilleshall in 1873 (see above). Was this the same man
or his son?

Below: Announcement of an examination for Colliery Managers ‘tickets’, 1885.
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News Round-Up 3

Prisoners die in
Mozambique mine
Four prisoners in Mozambique have
been killed in a mudslide while
working at a goldmine in central
Manica province, close to the border
with Zimbabwe. They were digging a
ditch before the installation of mine
equipment.

It is common practice for private
companies to recruit and pay for
prison labour but only for those who
have been convicted, some of those
who died were detainees awaiting
trial. An inquiry has been ordered
into why they were being used as
prison labour.

It is thought that recent heavy rains
caused the mudslide. This is the
second time in less than 10 days that
a mudslide has killed people in a
Manica goldmine.

In the first incident, five illegal
immigrants from Zimbabwe panning
gold in the district of Sussundenga
died after getting buried a week ago.

Thirty Zimbabweans perished in
March this year at the same place
when they were swept away by
heavy rains which flooded rivers in
Binga Mountains.

News Reports 30th Oct. 2006

Cave fossils are early Europeans
handful of scientists believe they
interbred with the incomers and
contributed to the modern human
gene pool.

Researchers point to several
anatomical features of the Romanian
bones that are either primitive-
looking or characteristic of
Neanderthals. These include a large
"occipital bun", a bump or bulge at
the back of the skull, as well as other
features of the lower jaw and
shoulder blade. They further argue
that  "strict population replacement
of the Neanderthals is no longer
tenable."

However, British researchers are
cautious about the evidence for
interbreeding with Neanderthals,
claiming  that the earliest modern
humans in Europe were a funny-
looking bunch. They were a
distinctive looking lot - very heavily
built, particularly in the skulls.

The question archaeologist have to
answer is whether these robust
features show that they were up to
no good with Neanderthal men and
women behind boulders on the
tundra, or whether they were just a
very rugged population. The only
way this question can ultimately be
answered is to study their ancient
DNA. (When DNA was extracted
from the classic Neanderthal
skeleton, the last ancestor between
modern humans and Neanderthals
turned out to have lived 600,000
years ago.)

Similar claims have surrounded early
human skulls from Mladec in the
Czech Republic and the skeleton of a
male child unearthed in 1998 at the
Abrigo do Lagar Velho rockshelter in
Portugal.

The Lagar Velho boy, who died
about 25,000 years ago, has been
described as a "hybrid", with a
mixture of modern and Neanderthal
features.

News Reports 30th Oct. 2006

Archaeologists have identified
fossils belonging to some of the
earliest modern humans to settle in
Europe. Six bones found in the
Pestera Muierii cave, Romania, have
been dated to 30,000 years ago.

Details of the discoveries have been
printed in the US journal Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences.

The bones were first identified at the
Pestera Muierii (Cave of the Old
Woman) cave in 1952, but have now
been reassessed by a team from
Washington University in St Louis.

Radiocarbon dates directly from the
fossils and analysis of their
anatomical form showed that the
fossils were 30,000 years old and had
the diagnostic features of modern
humans (Homo sapiens).

Only a handful of modern human
remains older than 28,000 years old
are known from Europe. However, the
team argues that the bones also
display features that were
characteristic of our evolutionary
cousins, the Neanderthals (Homo
neanderthalensis). This raises a
number of about the possible place
of Neanderthals in modern human
ancestry.

Neanderthals appear in the European
fossil record about 400,000 years ago.
At their peak, these squat, physically
powerful hunters dominated a wide
range, spanning Britain and Iberia in
the west to Israel in the south and
Uzbekistan in the east.

Modern humans are thought to have
entered Europe about 40,000 years
ago, and within 10,000 years, the
Neanderthals had largely
disappeared from the continent.

By 24,000 years ago, the last
survivors vanished from their refuge
in the Iberian Peninsula.

While many researchers think
Neanderthals were simply driven to
extinction - either by climate change
or competition with the moderns - a

$25.9bn Copper merger
 US mining giant Freeport-McMoran
has agreed to buy its larger rival
Phelps Dodge - creating the world’s
largest publicly listed copper firm.
The $25.9bn (£13.6bn) deal is the
latest round of consolidation in the
global mining industry and comes as
firms battle to increase reserves and
capitalise on copper prices, up 53%
on a year ago.
Phelps Dodge produces copper and
molybdenum, with mines and
processing facilities in North and
South America, Europe and China.

Freeport’s major interests are in
Indonesia, mining copper, gold and
silver. The Grasberg mine is its most
high-profile operation.

BBC News, 21st Nov.2006
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A wide variety of horse powered
machines have been used at
Shropshire pits and the following
three modes of operation were
perhaps the commonest used for
winding men and water.

The examples are from old
photographs given to the writer
when helping with a Lilleshall
Company historical display in 1964.
They are all from copies made on the
earliest types of photocopying
machine from examples in the
Lilleshall Company Collection -
present whereabouts unknown.

1. Horse walks away from the shaft
hauling the rope during pulling
up, then walks towards the shaft
when the load is going down.

2. ‘Cog and rung’ gin or ‘Gear pit’:
Horse walks over the rope as it
passes around a near surface
level wheel, this is geared to a
standard small winding drum.

3. ‘Horse-gin’: Conventional
‘overhead’ type horse-gin, as
used “at Lightmoor” and many
other places.

Christmas Special - Horse powered pits
by Ivor Brown

Above: 1. Pit Working, 1865. Horse powered pit with tripod
arrangement - horse draws up tub of mineral by walking along track.

Picture: Lilleshall
Co. Collection

Left: 2. Horse
Gear Pit,
“operated locally
until 1860”.
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Left: 3. Gin Pit,  near Lightmoor.

Picture from: “Shropshire - The
Geography of the County”, by
W.W.Watts, published by Wilding &
Sons Ltd, Shrewsbury, 1919.

Right: Sketch to illustrate
the principle of the ‘Cog and
rung gin’ or ‘Gear pit’.
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In 1993 members of COMRU
(Cumbria Ore Mines Rescue Unit),
most of who are also members CAT
(Cumbria Amenity Trust – Mining
Historical Society), established a
route from surface to Barron’s Sump
area of Smallcleugh Mine. This
involves around 400 feet of near
direct abseiling to the main Horse
Level of Smallcleugh, near to
Barron’s Sump Engine House. The
reputed intention had been to
establish an alternative route for a
stretcher-case if needed – it was
probably as much the attraction of a
new and exciting route. The surface
shaft was called “Frog Shaft” due to
a number of frogs recovered from the
shaft bottom.

The Barron’s Sump Engine House is
quite remarkable – due to collapses,
the normal (horizontal) route, is very
complicated and involves a couple of
tight squeezes but eventually you
come to a chamber that is something
like 20 feet x 30 feet x 40 feet high –
the short walls and roof all being
stone lined – it is believed to have
held a hydraulic mechanism for
hauling up the Barron’s Sump but it
is not clear why it was so high. If you
are not too big, it is well worth a visit
by the conventional route.

Paul Thorne (SCMC and Orpheus
Caving Club) and Peter Wagstaffe
(OCC) had identified the vertical
route, from ‘Frog Shaft’ earlier in 2006
and are believed to be the first to
descend the whole route since 1993.
The object of the October trip was to
re-bolt part of the route and allow a
through trip for lesser mortals who
could not face the prospect of
prussiking out 400 foot.

Originally it had been planned to do
the trip on the Friday; a day when
there were a number expressing
interest, and another group were
planning a conventional trip to
Barron’s Sump but Peter was delayed
(and he had all the rope), so matters
were delayed to the Saturday by
which time only four remained
interested/available – Paul, Peter,
Matthew Clark and myself. I had
strong reservations, both of my

Frog Shaft – Barons Sump Through Trip October 2006
– a Personal View by Steve Holding

ability, fear of heights (and drops)
and that even if this was OK, whether
I would have a problem with the
squeezes on the way out – one
person had been unable to get in the
day before and the two who had
completed the trip reported two new
rock falls.

The day started earlier than usual –
myself insisting on having my car at
the Nenthead Centre to allow last
minute whimping out (or finding a
good excuse) but, with prior
permission, two cars were taken up to
Perry’s Dam and Paul, Peter,
Matthew and myself (dragging
behind) struggled across the moor
with an awful lot of rope, the SCMC
drill, and kit to remove a sleeper from
the shaft top.

After about 20 minutes searching in
the thick mist, the shaft top was
eventually found (almost the last
chance to whimp out!). One sleeper
was half removed to leave a small
triangle to squeeze through – clearly
too small for me but after Paul and
Peter has descended the first 80 to 90
foot section, I did attempt and after
considerable effort did plop though –
there was no choice now – there was
no possibility of climbing back out.

However, I could not descend
immediately – there was also a 3 inch

pipe down the shaft – straight below
the entrance squeeze and it had
slipped inside of my sit-harness.
After some struggling, I was free and
uneventfully descended the first
section.

The entrance shaft was free hanging
but with good safe landing. There
was then a short horizontal section
(approx 20 feet), followed by a slope
to the top of the next pitch. After
adding a bolt in one wall Peter soon
descended – after a long time, a very
weak ‘rope free’ was just heard. I
nervously moved to the top of the
pitch before Paul followed – this was
to be able to hear and to get there
without knocking anything off the
slope. For me this was the worst
point – tottering at the base of a
rubble slope with what was
obviously a very long drop below
and Paul seemed to take an age
descending.

When I came to follow down the
second pitch, I found the top free-
hanging, soon getting wet – then
wetter and going on and on and on.
There was a deviation about half way
down – this should have been a
rebelay but was kept simple for my
benefit. I understand that this pitch
passed the ‘Firestone Level’ – I
never noticed, concentrating on the

Below: Frog Shaft top, with Peter Wagstaffe ‘inside’.
Picture: Matthew Clark
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descent. Below the deviation, the
pitch changed to a steep slope and
after a long time I landed on
Middleclough Level and went to
explore (calm down). This pitch had
used just about all of a 60m rope –
probably 180 or 190 feet.

Matthew followed me down and
when I returned from my wanderings,
Paul was busy drilling and placing
additional/replacement bolts. For
safety, Paul was attached to the rope
from above and was obviously
bothered by it – eventually he noted
that someone was pulling on it and it
soon became clear that somebody (or
something – it was nearly Halloween)
was descending. It turned out to be
Dave Gledhill. who had only arrived
that day – found out where we were
and spent an hour searching the
moor for an uncovered shaft.

The next pitch started with a straight
continuation of the shaft from above,
the top was free hanging and then
became wet but then the shaft split
and after a very wet rebelay the route
was down the sloping option, soon
reaching the ‘High Flats’ – low
workings well above Smallcleugh
Horse Level – a short crawl to the top
of the next pitch – another rebelay
and down to the ‘Low Flats’ and
eventually down a final short pitch,
down a hopper to pop out on to the
Horse Level.

After the long pitch down to
Middleclough Level, I found the
subsequent shorter drops
straightforward but there was still an
element of knot in the stomach – I
still had to face the tight squeezes on
the way out.

After some food, we all went to
admire the Engine House and then
Matthew, Dave and myself set off
out while Paul and Peter went to
prussick out.

As matters turned out, the ‘tight’
squeezes were more open than I
recall from previous trips and we saw
no obvious new falls.

Other than tottering at the top of the
second pitch, I think that I enjoyed

the trip and would probably do it
again – with a camera next time!
Having squeezed through the shaft
top, I had no option but to continue
– if I had too, I think that I could
prussick out but everybody else
could go for a pub meal while I was
on the long pitch and somebody
would need to make the shaft top
more Steve-friendly.

COMRO would not have had access
to a good battery drill in 1993 – they
used ‘spits’ and installed some
stemples that are still in good
condition. During this trip, spits were
partly replaced by more substantial
bolts but I understand that the one at
the top of the long pitch was pulling
out aghhhh!

Frog Shaft – Barons Sump Through Trip October 2006
– a Personal View by Steve Holding, continued ...

COMRO had left ropes on the last
two pitches but somebody needed to
climb the bottom hopper to access
the lowest rope. The COMRU ropes
have been replaced and ropes have
been left to allow people to climb up
to Middleclough Level, but
somebody still has to climb the
bottom hopper!

One tackle bag, with 1993
sandwiches, ‘sell by 1996’ Mars Bar
and various items of metal work was
recovered (part in the Summer) and is
on the Horse Level if anybody would
like to recover it.

Below: Paul Thorne on the sleeper
‘cap’ of Frog Shaft.
Picture: Matthew Clark

The Taxman Cometh!
On 1st April 2006 the chancellor
removed the nil rate band on
corporation tax. Previously an
organisation making less than
£10,000 trading profit did not need to
pay tax, however this change to the
tax regulations means that all clubs
are potentially liable for taxation.

Luckily, for the club, membership
fees are not considered part of
trading. However, bank interest
payments are, plus any other
‘trading’ activities - i.e. selling
publications.

To avoid the new tax charges the
club could register to be classed as a

Community Amateur Sports Club
(CASC). Being a CASC entitles the
club to limited excemption from
corporation tax on trading gains - the
current limit is £30,000 and on all
bank interest. CASC status also
allows the club to claim gift aid on
‘non-subscription’ donations. One
downside is that once registered as a
CASC the club can’t de-register!

To become a CASC the club
constitution has to be approved by
the HMRC Sports Club Unit - who
can insist on changes. More details
can be found at:

www.hmrc.gov.uk/casc/
based on an item in Descent 192
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We all know where the Somme
Tunnel is, even the bats.
Contemporary plans abound which
mark it and writings by eminent
mining engineers and geologists all
mention it and state its location,
but…

“The Somme Tunnel is an exploratory
cross-cut run southwards, for about
130 yards from a point between the
22- and 32-fathom levels south of
Bunting’s shaft.” (Smith 1922, 30)

It is impossible to read this logically
to mean anything other than that the
tunnel was wholly underground, well
below Boat Level. It is probable that
this statement has been taken from
T.C.F. Hall’s report of 1919 (Hall
1919) as:

“The mining area has been mapped
and reported upon recently by Mr T.
C. F. Hall MIMM for the Shropshire
Mines Ltd. We are greatly indebted
to the Directors of this Company for
the unrestricted use of his map and
report, and for access to numerous
plans and notes in their possession;
while passages from Mr Hall’s report
are incorporated with little or no
change in the present volume.”

(Smith 1922, 2)*

Reference to a plan prepared for
Shropshire Mines Ltd. (Shropshire
Archives (SA) 328/21) and to one of
the abandonment plans (SA 5706/2/
12) make it clear that the ‘between’
means ‘between on plan’ rather than
in section and (almost) clarifies the
issue.

There are two further professional
references to the tunnel both from
works by H.G.Dines and others.
Wartime Pamphlet 46 states:

“An exploratory crosscut, known as
the Somme Tunnel has been driven
390 ft. S. from a point between the 22-
Fm. and the 32-Fm. levels 450 ft. E. of
Engine Shaft…”

(Dines et al, 1945, 109)

The West Shropshire Mining Region
however states:

“An exploratory crosscut, known as

Would the real Somme Tunnel please stand up,
by Mike Shaw

the Somme Tunnel was driven 147 yd
to the south from between the 22-
Fathom and 32-Fathom levels on Bog
Vein at about 17 yd east of the
position of Bunting’s Shaft, but
proved no further veins.” (Dines et
al, 1963, 31)

I think it can be taken as read that the
Somme Tunnel was not extended
from 390 feet to 147 yards between
1945 and 1958, though it is a curious
mistake from such a learned source.
The dimensions from Engine and
Buntings Shafts are convincing.

I think we can say with certainty the
Somme Tunnel is where we have
always known it was, that it was dug
in 1916 and that it did not produce
any useful results.

Note
130 yards (390 feet) = approx. 117
metres
147 yards = approx. 132 metres
450 feet = approx. 135 metres
17 yards = approx. 15 metres
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* Footnote
This paper has been compiled
without access to Mr Hall’s report,
hence the assumption. I doubt if Mr
Hall was in the least ambiguous but
suspect that later writers may not
have had access to the plan he
annotated which probably made
matters clear. If I remember rightly the
original report implies that only one
copy was made and I do not know if
it survives. The BGS library at
Nottingham do not have a copy and
few other libraries even have the
report. A plan exists (or did in 2004)
damaged and framed on the wall of
the Miner's Arms at Priest Weston
and I wonder if this could be it. It is
comprehensively marked up with
useful information e.g. veins, levels,
the ropeway and some geological
information on the 6 inch to one mile
Ordnance Survey sheet, Shropshire
48 SW of 1903. If this is the Hall
annotated map it shows the Somme
Tunnel where we know it to be.

Polish Mine Explosion - kills 23
oxygen and temperatures reaching
40oC hampered rescue efforts,
however by Thursday the bodies of
the 15 trapped men were discovered.

Safety conditions in Polish mines
have improved since communist
times, but unions have often
complained of poor investment in the
industry. More than 80 miners have
died in the country since 2003.

An explosion at the Halemba pit in
1990 killed 19 miners.

News Reports
22nd November 2006

A gas explosion has occurred in a
Polish coal mine initially killing 8
miners and trapping another 15 over
1,000m (3,500ft.) underground at
Halemba coal mine in Ruda Slaska,
Silesia - the heart of the Polish coal
mining region.

The blast happened at about 15:30
GMT on Tuesday, 21st November in
a part of the mine that was closed in
March this year due to high gas
levels. The men were working to
recover equipment worth £12.1m.

Fears of a second explosion, damage
to the shaft and tunnels, a lack of
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A W A N L O C K H E A D I S P
D S L L A H S E L L I L T L O
B O U L B Y T W Q Y C R J L N
A M B I C K F E S T O O X A Y
R M N I U P G N E P K S M N Y
O E V C T Z A L S S D E F G D
N E E H S I L O R J D D Y O N
O Q A O A T M C H L A A E L A
T B U R M A O K V E E L L L L
L L A N Y M Y N E C H E S E E
I T I P N Y L G Q M T J N N V
K E M B E R T O N P N Y R W E
Q J E L K N I R G S E K A V L
M A D E L E Y F M X N O B Z C

Barnsley
Baron
Bickfest
Boulby
Burma
Cleveland
Frog
Galmoy
Glynpit
Grinkle
Kemberton
Kilton
Lilleshall

cHrIsTmAs pUZzLes

Lisheen
Llangollen
Llanymynech
Madeley
Nenthead
Pony
Rosedale
Somme
Sports
Tara
Teesdale
Wanlockhead
Wenlock

Wordsearch
See if you can find the following words in
the square to the left:

Spot the Difference

Take a careful look at these 2
pictures from this year’s Onslow
Park Rally.

The one on the right is the
original, while the version below
has 10 differences.

Can you spot them?

Merry Christmas
and

a Happy New Year

Kelvin
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Lancashire Mining
Disasters 1835 -1910

by Jack Nadin, soft cover, 170pp.

This book chronicles the effects,
death and grief of the local mining
communities in Lancashire, through
colliery accidents and explosions
from the early 1830s through to 1910.

It also recalls the great bravery of
other miners, often from other pits in
the rescue attempts, who with no
thought of their own safety went
below ground to try and save their
fellow comrades. In doing so, they
knew full well that they were risking
their own lives, probably facing
death. Such was the comradeship in
coal mining communities.

In no other industry would men
grapple at rock and roof falls with
bare hands, wade through flooded
smoke filled underground galleries, or
face further explosions and deadly
suffocating gases in order to try and
save their fellow colleagues. Little
wonder there were no carols sung at
Christmastide 1910, at
Westhoughton and Atherton in
South Lancashire for here, a few days
before Christmas an explosion
followed by a searing hot fiery blast
tore through the workings of the
Hulton Colliery Company’s Pretoria
Pit - and in doing so in just a few
seconds took away the lives of over
three hundred men and boys. This
still holds the unwelcome record of
the greatest single colliery explosion
in English coalmining history.

It was coal that fuelled the steam
engines at mills, factories and
foundries which was to make Britain
the greatest industrial nation in the
world - but what a terrible price the
miners paid in putting the ‘Great’ in
Britain. This was the ‘True Price of
Coal’.

Price: £12.99 + P&P

Publishers review

Regarding Ivor Brown’s queries in Below 2006.1

Books and
Letters to the editor

Wenlock Minerals?
Do any club members have any more
information about mineral occurences
around Wenlock ?

Nick Southwick reported the sighting
of a good vein of galena in an old
railway cutting a few years ago, has
anyone come across any documents
relating to lead or copper workings in
this area?

‘usually’ for, in the mid 16th century
supplies for military purposes were
held up in the Netherlands, and one
would have expected that situation to
stimulate a home copper industry. It
didn’t; the attempts to mine copper in
Cumbria in the 16th century, under
central European management, were
an economic failure - surviving on
the small silver content of the ores.

It was not until the early 18th
century, on the back of new smelting
techniques and the release of copper
bearing ores from the Crown
prerogative but more particularly
stimulated by new industrial uses for
copper, that the English copper
industry really came to the forefront.

Dr Peter Claughton

I’ll deal with the easy one first -  even
in the early 16th century the English
Kings moved around the country,
living off the demesne of lesser lords
- so it is not unusual for laws, grants,
etc. to be signed and dated in centres
such as Shewsbury or ‘Salop’.

Regarding the copper ‘mine’ at
Wenlock - the holdings of the Priory
were quite extensive and if you
searched them you might find some
scratching for copper or copper
bearing minerals. The ‘mine’ appears
in a number of state papers and I
seem to remember discussing
potential candidates with David
Poyner a few years ago. But, the
point here is that whilst there were
from time to time references to
copper working in England (and
Wales) during the medieval period,
none of them came to anything.

There just wasn’t the demand for
copper as there was on the continent
- for example, the English had a
ready supply of lead for fabrication
purposes and little need of  copper.

Sufficient good quality copper was
usually available in sufficient
quantity from Swedish sources. I say

Bee fossil DNA generates a buzz
dominated by conifers which spread
their seeds on the wind.

The amber specimen, from a mine in
the Hukawng Valley of northern
Burma, has been named Melittosphex
burmensis. It has waspish features,
such as narrow hind legs, but also
branched body hair and other
characteristics of bees.

The fossil bee is in remarkable
condition, with individual hairs
preserved on undamaged portions of
thorax, legs, abdomen and head. Legs
and wings are also clearly visible.

In terms of size it is tiny, measuring
barely 3mm across. This is consistent
with evidence that some of the
earliest flowers were also small.

BBC News Reports
30th Oct. 2006

 Scientists have identified the oldest
known bee, a 100 million-year-old
specimen preserved in amber.  The
discovery coincides with the
publication of the genetic blueprint
of the honeybee, which reveals
surprising links with mammals,
including humans.

The ancient insect, trapped in tree
sap, is at least 35-45 million years
older than any other known bee
fossil. It appears to share features
with both bees and wasps, and
supports theories of bee evolution.

Experts believe pollen-dependent
bees arose from carnivorous wasp
ancestors.  With the arrival of
pollinating bees, flowering plants
blossomed on Earth. Prior to 100
million years ago, the plant world was
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Moving Mountains by Rail
A History of Quarry Railways
By Ian Peaty, SB, 192pp
Ian Peaty has collected new material
to form a complete company history
of the Hanson Aggregates Group.

The small firms that merged were
stone quarries that had produced
road setts, pre-mixed concrete, paint
paper and even cosmetics. The
constituent quarries had their own
railway systems, often with inclines
as they were located in mountainous
regions. A large number of
locomotives of several gauges
feature prominently in the history of
the quarry firms, from the first locos
that used limestone and granite as
track ballast, to the powerful Diesel
locomotives.  The book is illustrated
by numerous maps and diagrams, as
well as modern and archive
photographs and watercolour
paintings. It will appeal to those in
the industry, railway enthusiasts,
industrial historians and modellers.

£17.99

The Surviving Engines of
Glyn Pits, Pontypool
G Tilley HB, 192pp

Describes what remains of these
nationally important engines at Glyn
Pits, and puts the engines into their
historical context. This book is of
interest to local people in terms of the
remaining industrial archaeology
connected with mining and metal
working. Although it does start at a
basic level explaining how coal is
formed!

Price: £15.99
Mike Moore

All books reviewed in this issue can
be obtained from Mike at Club

meetings or online at:

www.moorebooks.co.uk

Books

Mining in World History
Martyn Lynch. SB, 350pp

This work deals with the history of
mining and smelting from the
Renaissance to the present. It opens
with the invention, pre-1453, of a
revolutionary technique for
separating silver from copper. It was
this invention which brought back to
life the rich copper-silver mines of
central Europe, in the process making
brass cannon and silver coin
available to the ambitious Habsburg
emperors, thereby underpinning their
quest for European domination.

Lynch also discusses the Industrial
Revolution and the far-reaching
changes to mining and smelting
brought about by the steam engine;
the era of the gold rushes; the
massive mineral developments and
technological leaps forward which
took place in the USA and South
Africa at the end of the 19th century;
and, finally, the spread of mass metal-
production techniques amid the
violent struggles of the 20th century.
In an engaging, concise and fast-
paced text, he presents the interplay
of personalities, politics and
technology that have shaped the
metallurgical industries over the last
500 years.  £12.95 + p&p

Coal A Human History
Barbara Freese, 337pp Pb

Coal has transformed societies and
shaped the fate of nations, launched
empires and triggered wars. Above
all, it fuelled the Industrial Revolution
in Britain, propelling the rise of a
small rural kingdom into the greatest
commercial empire in the world.

Taking us on a rich historical journey
that begins on the banks of the river
Tyne, Barbara Freese explores the
profound role coal has played in
human history and continues to play
in today’s world.

The Romans called it “the best stone
in Britain” and used it to make
jewellery. Medieval monks thought
you could grow it. London
physicians swore it would ward off
the bubonic plague. Coal has
transformed societies and shaped the
fate of nations. It made China into a
12th century super power and helped
the North win the American Civil
War.

The first half of the book tells how
coal transformed Britain and ushered
in the industrial age. The rest of the
book looks at America and China, at
the birth of the unions and the
closing of the mines, and at the
energy industry today. With oil
prices on the rise and no end in sight
to our insatiable appetite for energy,
the world is turning again to coal.

Not everyone was quite so
enthusiastic about the coal-fuelled
mass production of the industrial
revolution. Friedrich Engels used the
income from his father’s Manchester
mill to finance his crusade against
the vices of a coal-powered world.
Coal workers would inspire radical
new labour laws and form some of
the strongest unions in history. The
noxious effects of coal smoke gave
birth to the environmental movement
and remain to this day a major cause
of global concern.

£7.99 +P&P

Pits - A Mining Pictorial
History
John Threlkeld ,Hardback, 296 x 210

A compendium of  “Pits 1 and 2”,
volumes which tell the complete
story of the growth and development
of mining in the nineteenth and
twentieth century. Included are
chapters covering the evolution,
boom and war, strife and hope,
nationalisation, and victory and
decline of the mining industry.

Through the use of first class
accounts, hundreds of photographs
and illustrations, this compendium
reveals how mining played such a
dominant part in the lives of many
people from the Yorkshire area.
Covered is the disastrous 1984/1985
Miners Strike and subsequent pit
closure programme, and it looks at
the effects that the strike had. Above
all. this book is a tribute to coal
miners and their families. (publishers
review)

£16.99 + P&P
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Books and Videos

Latest Mining Video from I.A.Recordings
Mining in the Landscape - Around Llangollen

53min. £12.95 - VHS or DVD-R
(£10 to Club Members at meetings)

Made for the 2006 NAMHO
conference at Llangollen, this
production explores the local
extractive industries.

This area around the river Dee and
Offa’s Dike isn’t one of the best
known mining areas, but it had a rich
and varied industrial history and
there is a lot of evidence left to find.
We start with one of the most
prominent landmarks, the limestone
escarpment of Trevor Rocks; and
then visit the mines marked by
impressive slate tips high up on the
Berwyn mountains.

Slate mining and quarrying was very
important and had a great impact on
and in the landscape. We see the one
remaining quarry at work, cutting
great slate blocks from the
mountainside and slicing them into
useful sizes. The abandoned Deeside
slab mill and quarry and the big
mines at Glyn Ceiriog, Penarth and
Moel Fferna are explored in depth.
Their complex networks of huge
chambers have many underground
remains including inclines and a
precarious miners bridge.

On the surface are abandoned rail
trucks for moving slate and waste
rock, pressure vessels, haulage
inclines with sheave wheels and
brake levers, a weighbridge and
many buildings.

Dressing sheds, machine houses,
brakesman’s cabins and a powder
magazine all built of slate blocks still
stand. Ironically, many had
corrugated steel roofs and they
haven’t lasted well!

East of Llangollen we see how the
building of the canal and
Pontcysyllte aqueduct made the area
a hive of industry. Evidence of the
widespread brick and teracotta
industry is found, then we visit
several coal mines including the
preserved Bersham Colliery with its
670kVA electric winder and steel
lattice headframe.

Other industrial monuments such as
the stone vertical winding engine
house of Wynnstay colliery, the
buildings of Plas Power, Pen Rhos
and Bersham ironworks lead us via
the quarries and kilns of the
limestone industry of Esclusham
mountain to Minera lead mine.
Southwards near Oswestry were
more ancient coal, clay and iron
workings, which formed a tight-knit
industrial area dating back to the 15th
century.

for more details visit
www.iarecordings.org

Yorkshire Mining Veterans
Brian Elliott ,  Paperback , Size  235 x
170.

This is an extraordinary collection of
stories told by the Veterans of the
mines. Their memories span nearly a
century from the early 1900s to the
great strike of 1984/85 as well as the
pit closures of the 1990s. Miners all
across the Yorkshire region from the
Selby Coalfield to the old West
Riding area in and around Barnsley,
Rotherham, Doncaster and Sheffield
share their experiences with the
reader.

Brian began his research prepared to
explore the many roles of miners,
working conditions and their way of
life, but interviews uncovered more
remarkable stories, especially relating
to the period before nationalisation.

Getting a job often meant leaving
school on Friday and starting work
either in terrible conditions on the pit
top screens, described by a 99 year
old veteran as Miltonic or on the
haulage in the pit bottom.

Incredibly, one man described his
work as a young trammer in the
1930s, painfully pushing tubs along a
low roadway using a candle as his
source of light, a throw back to
conditions a century or more earlier.

A sprightly 93-year-old described an
occasion when. as a young lad, he
worked naked alongside his father
and refused to make himself descent
when the lady Mayor made a VIP
visit.

Set chronologically according to the
age of the miner, the author profiles
each of the 47 veterans and tells their
individual stories based on his
interviews with them. Their stories,
all previously untold, together with a
superb collection of photographs
makes fascinating reading.

£9.99 + p&p
Publisher’s review

Available from Mike Moore
www.moorebooks.co.uk
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Diary DatesClub Officers
(will change after the AGM)

2007
21st Feb.: Wilderness Lecture
“Inside Crete’s White Mountains”
by Bob Eavis, 7.30pm Chemistry
Lecture Theatre, University of Bristol

24th March: BCA AGM 10.30am.
Baptist Hall, Alvechurch.

15th-18th May: International Cave
Rescue Conference, Aggtelek,
Hungary.

15th-17th June: NAMHO 2007
“Pennies to Pesticides - Mineral
exploration in the Tamar Valley”.

13th-15th August: Baltic
Speleological Congress (2nd
EuroSpeleo Forum), Visby, Gotland,
Sweden.

21st-23rd Sept.: Hidden Earth 2007 -
National Caving Conference, Hanley
Castle High School, Upton-upon-
Severn, Worcestershire. Visit the
website:

www.hidden-earth.org.uk

29th-30th Sept.: Bickfest - ‘The Lode
of History’ organised by the Welsh
Mines Society. More details from
George Hall and the WMS website:
www.welshmines.org

SRT Training - perfecting a fast changeover

“ ... if it’s wet at the bottom, do a
changeover and come up.”

76

“You should have warned him it
might be

deep!”

“Not bad tho’ - 30 second changeover!

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/
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